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Abstract  
Aside from the straightforward construction of Daubechies’ wavelets, only a few, specific construcion of multiva--
riate orthonormal wavelet systems exist presently in the literatu--re. In this article, the notion of biorthogonal 
nonseparable, quarternary wavelet wraps, which is the generalization of ortho-gonal univariate wavelet wraps, is 
introduced. A novel algorithm for constructing them  is presented by virtue of iteration method. The biorthogonality 
properties of quarternary wavelet wraps are investigated. Three biorthogonality formulas concerning these wavelet 
wraps are estabished. 
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1.Introduction 
 In the signal denosing methods, wavelet analysis is a new analytical tool which develops on the basis 
of the Fourier analysis. The localization and multi-scale resolution functions simultaneously contained in 
time domain and frequency domain.In order to enhance the application of  wavelet analys is  in the signal 
processing, predecessors have done a large number of practices and explorations, resulting in a lot of 
signal processing approaches based on wavelet transform. For example, the approach based on wavelet 
packets [1],  a solution to the problem of weak signal detection, could increase the time or frequency 
domain resolution in the specific time or frequency bands as maximum extent as possible. Construction 
of wavelet bases is an important aspect of wavelet analysis. Multiresolution analysis method is one of 
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importment ways of constructing various wavelet bases. There exist many kinds of scalar scaling 
functions and scalar wavelet functions.  The main feature of the wavelet transform is to hierarchically 
decompose general  functions, as a signal or a process, into a set of approximation functions with 
different scales. The last two decades or so have witnessed the development of  wavelet theory. Its 
applications involve many areas in natural science and engineering technology[2,3]. The main advantage 
of wavelets is their time-frequency localizati on property. Many signals in areas like music, speech, 
images, and video images can be efficiently represented by wavelets that are translations and dilations of 
a single function called mother wavelet with band pass property. Wavelet packets, owing to their good 
characteristcs, have attracted considerable attention. They can be widely applied in science and 
engineering [4,5]. Coifman R. R. and Meyer Y. firstly introduced the notion for orthogonal wavelet 
wraps. Chui C K.and Li Chun [6] generalized the concept of orthogonal wavelet packets  to the case of 
nonorthogonal wavelet wraps so that wavelet wraps can be employed in the case of the spline wavelets 
and so on. The introduction for biorthogonal wavelet wraps attributes to Cohen and Daubechies[7]. 
Tensor product multivariate wavelet wraps has been constructed by Coifman and Meyer. The 
introduction for the notion on nontesor product wavelet packets attributes to Shen [8]. Since the majority 
of information is multidimensional information, many researchers interest themselves in the investigation 
into multivariate wavelet theory. It is necessary to investigate biorthogonal wavelet wraps. The objective 
of this paper is to generalize the concept of univariate orthogonal wavelet wraps to biorthogonal trivariate 
wavelet packets. The definition for nonseparable biorthogonal trivariate wavelet wraps is given and a 
procedure for constructing them is described.  Their biorthogonality property is investigated. 
Let us start from the following notations. Z  and N  stand for integers and nonnegative integers, 
respectively. Let R be the set of all real numbers. nR denotes the n - dimensional Euclidean space. By 
2 nL (R ), we denote the square integrable function space on nR . Set 1 2, ,x x x  , nx" 
nR , u  
1 2( , , , ),nu u u" 1 2( , ,Y Z Z " , ),nZ zL  
2ie LZ , where 1, 2, , nL  " and , 2Nn n t . The 
inner product for arbitrary ( ) ( ),x xh M  2 nL (R ) and the Fourier transform of ( )xM are defined as, 
respectively, , : ( ) ( )
nR
h h x x dxM M ³ , ( ) : ( )n ixR x e dx
ZM Z M   ³ ,where ( )xM  stands for the 
conjugate of ( )xM .
2.Quarternary multiresolution  analysis 
We introduce multiresolution analysis of 2 4L (R ) . Let n 4 , ( )x=  2 4L (R ) satisfy the below 
refinement equation: 
4( ) 16 ( ) (2 )v Zx d v x v  ¦= = ,                      (1) 
where 4{ ( )}v Zd v  is a real number sequence and ( )x= is called a scaling function. Takinging the 
Fourier transform for the both sides of refinement equation (1), we have  
 
1 2 3 4( ) ( , , , ) ( 2),D z z z zZ Z = =                      (2) 
  31 2 4
4
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4, , , ( )
vv v v
v Z
D z z z z d v z z z z

 ¦ .            (3) 
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Define a subspace 2 4L (R ) lU   ( l Z ) by 
 2 4
42 (2 ) : ,l ll L RU clos n n Z  =              (4) 
We say that ( )x=  in (1) generates a multiresolution analysis { }j j ZU  of
2 4L (R ) , if the 
following conditions are satisfied for { }l l ZU  ,defined in (4) satisfies the below: (a) 
1l lU U  ,  l Z ;  (b) {0}ll Z U   ;   ll Z U*  is dense in 2 4L (R ) ; (c) 
( ) lx U  1(2 ) lx U  ,  l Z ;(d) the family   4{2 2 : }l l n n Z  =  is a Riesz basis for 
lU  ( l Z ). Let lW  l Z  denote the orthogonal complementary subspace of lU  in 1lU   and 
assume that there exists a vector-valued function 1 2( ) ( ( ), ( )x x x\ \<  , ,   15 ( ))
Tx\  (see [7]) forms 
a Riesz basis for lW , i.e., 
2 4
4
( )
(2 ) : 1, 2, ,15; ,j
j L R
W clos u u ZL\ L               (5)                     
where j Z . From (5), it is clear that 1( )x\ , 2 ( )x\  ,    , 15 ( )x\  0 1W U . Therefore, there exist 
fifteen real sequences ( ){ ( )}b uL 4( 1,2, 15, )u ZL     such that 
 4 ( )( ) 16 ( ) 2 ,u Zx b u x u
L
L\ \ L   *¦ ,        (6) 
where 4 ,u Z ^ `1, 2,3 ,14,15*  " , ^ `0 0*  ** . Formula(6) can be written in frequency 
domain as follows: 
l         1 2 3 4, , , 2B z z z zLL\ Z Z = , L * ,       (7) 
where the symbol of the real sequence  { ( )}b uL ( 1,L  42,3 14,15, )u Z     is 
      31 2 4
4
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4, , , ( )
nn n n
n Z
B z z z z b n z z z zL L

 ¦ .      (8) 
  A scaling function ( )x=  2 4L (R ) is an orthogonal one,if it satisfies the following equation: 
0,( ), ( ) uu G   = = ,
4.u Z                      (9)
 Two scaling function ( ), ( )x x= =  2 4L (R ) are called a  pair of biorthogonal, if ( )x= is a scaling 
function, and they satisfies the following condition: 

0,( ), ( ) uu G   = = ,
4.u Z                    (10)
We say that 1 2 15( ), ( ), , ( )x x x\ \ \ and  1 2( ), ( ),x x\ \ i15, ( )x\ are biorthogonal four-
dimensional wavelet functions associated with the scaling functions ( )x= and ( )x= , if they satisfy the 
following equations: 
i( ), ( ) 0uL\   = , ,L *
4u Z ,            (11) 
( ), ( ) 0uL\   = , ,L *
4u Z ,             (12) 
i
, 0,( ), ( ) , , ,uuQL L Q\ \ G G L Q   *
4u Z .    ( 13) 
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Similarly, the following two refinement equations follow: 
 i 
4( ) 16 ( ) (2 )v Zx d v x v  ¦= = ,                   (14) 
i i  4
( )
( ) 16 ( ) 2 ,
u Z
x u x ub
L
L\ L   *¦  = ,         (15) 
where i 4{ ( )}v Zd v  and
 
{ ( )}b u
L are two real number  sequences. Takinging the Fourier transform for 
the both sides of refinement equation (14) and  (15), we have  
 i 
1 2 3 4( ) ( , , , ) ( 2).D z z z zZ Z = =                (16) 
i   i 31 2 4
4
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4, , , ( )
vv v v
v Z
D z z z z d v z z z z

 ¦ .      (17) 
il   i       1 2 3 4, , , 2B z z z z
L
L Z Z\  
= , L * ,     (18) 
i       31 2 4
4
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4, , , ( )
nn n n
n Z
B z z z z b n z z z z
L L

 ¦  .    (19) 
3.Traits of quarternary wavelet wraps 
We begin with the following notations: 
0 ( ) ( ),x x/  = ( ) ( )x xL L\/  , i 0 ( ) ( ),x x/  =
i i( ) ( )x xL L\/  ,
 0 ( ) ( ),d u d u    ( ) ( ),d u b uL L 
i   i0 ( ) ( ),d u d u i
   
( ) ( ),d u b u
L L
  L * , 4u Z .
Definition 1. Two families of functions 16{ ( ) : 0,k x kQ/  1, 2, ,   Q 0,1,2, ,15}  andi
16{ ( ) : 0,k x kQ/  1, 2, ,   Q 0,1, 2, ,15}  are called nonseparable quarternary wavelet wraps 
with respect to the pair of biortho gonal scaling function ( )x=  and ( )x= , where 
4
( )
16 ( ) ( ) (2 ),k kn Zx d n x n
L
L 
/  / ¦ 0 ,L *   (20) 
i i i
4
( )
16 ( ) ( ) (2 ),k k
n Z
x d n x n
L
L 
/  / ¦ 0 ,L *   (21) 
Especially, if i( ) ( )x x/  / , then a family of functions 
16{ ( ) : 0,k x kQ/  1, 2, ,   Q 150,1,2, , }  is called a nonseparable quarternary wavelet wraps 
with respect to the orthogonal  scaling function ( )x= .  By Taking the Fourier transform for the both 
sides of (20) , (21), we have 
l   l  ( )16 1 2 3 4( ) , , , 2 ,n nD z z z zLL Z Z/  /     (22) 
 i     ( )16 1 2 3 4( ) , , , 2n nD z z z z
L
L Z Z/  /  ,       (23) 
where 0L * , and 
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( ) ( )1 2 3 4, , , ( / 2)D z z z z DQ Q Z 31 2 4
3
( )
1 2 3 4( )
kk k k
k Z
d k z z z zQ

 ¦  ,                    (24) 
i   31 2 4
4
( ) ( )
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4, , , ( )
kk k k
k Z
D z z z z d k z z z z
Q Q

 ¦  .  (25) 
Lemma 1 [6] . Let  2 4L (R )( ), ( ) . x x   Then ( )x and ( )x are a pair of biorthogonal functions if 
and only if  
l l
4 ( 2 ) ( 2 ) =1v Z v vZ S Z S  ¦   .              (26)
In particular, i 2 4L (R )( ) ( ) . x x/  /  Then ( )x/ is an  
orthogonal function if and only if  
l
4
2| ( 2 ) | =1
v Z
vZ S

/ ¦ .                         (27)
Lemma 2 [7] .  Assuming that ( )x= and ( )x= are a pair of biorthogonal scaling functions with symbols 
1 2 3 4
( , , , )D z z z z  and i
1 2 3 4
( , , , )D z z z z .  Then we have 
i ^1
0
1 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )D z z z z
L
L L L L
 
 :    ¦  1 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )D z z z zL L L L   
1 1
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1)( ) ( )z z z zD D z z z zL L L L L L L L         
1
1 2 3 4 2 3 4
1
1 ( 1) ( 1) ( 1)( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) ( 1)( ) ( ), ,,z z z zD D z z zz
L L L L L L LL 
       
1
1 2 3 4 2 3 4
1
1
( 1) ( 1) ( 1)( 1)( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) ( )( ) ,, ,z z z zD D z z zzL L L L LL LL       
1 1
1 2 3 4 42 31
( 1)( 1) ( 1)( 1) )( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) (( ) ,,, }z z z z zD D z zzL L L L LLLL      
i
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4( , , , ) ( , , , )D z z z z D z z z z    
i
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4( , , , ) ( , , , )D z z z z D z z z z    
i
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4( , , , ) ( , , , )D z z z z D z z z z    
i
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4( , , , ) ( , , , )D z z z z D z z z z    
i
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4( , , , ) ( , , , )D z z z z D z z z z    
i
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4( , , , ) ( , , , )D z z z z D z z z z     .
Lemma 3 [7] . If ( )xO\ , i ( )xO\  ( 0,1, ,15O   ) are biorthogonal wavelets with ( )x= and ( )x= .
Then we have 
,O P;  i
( )1
1 2 3 40
{ (( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )j j j j
j
D z z z z
O
 
   ¦
 ( ) 1 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )
j j j jD z z z zQ    
i ( ) 1
1 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )
j j j jD z z z z
O      
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 ( ) 1 1 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )
j j j jD z z z zQ    
i ( ) 1
1 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )
j j j jD z z z z
O     
( ) 1
1 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )
j j j jD z z z zQ      
i ( ) 1
1 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )
j j j jD z z z z
O     
`( ) 11 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )j j j jD z z z zQ     
i ( ) 1
1 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )
j j j jD z z z z
O      
 ( ) 11 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )
j j j jD z z z zQ     
i ( ) 1 1
1 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )
j j j jD z z z z
O      
( ) 1 1
1 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )
j j j jD z z z zQ      
i ( ) 1 1
1 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )
j j j jD z z z z
O      
( ) 1 1
1 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )
j j j jD z z z zQ      
i ( ) 1 1
1 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )
j j j jD z z z z
O      
( ) 1 1
1 2 3 4(( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) , ( 1) )
j j j jD z z z zQ      
,O QG , , {0,1,2, ,15}.O Q                            (28) 
Theorem 1. For n Z ,
4v Z ,  we have
i
0,( ), ( )nn vv G/  /   . (29)
Proof.  Formula (18) follows from (9) as n=0. Assume formula (18) holds for the case of  
00 16rnd  ( 0r is a positive integer). Consider the case of 0 0
116 16r rn d  . For ^ `0,1, ,15Q   ,
by induction assumption , we have 
  i42 ( ), ( )nn uS /  / 
l i ^ `4 ( ) ( ) expn nR iu dZ Z Z Z / / ³
  
     31 2 4
4
1 2 3 4
4 14 1 4 1 4 1
1 2 3 4
4 4 4 4
, , , )
jj j j
j Z j j j j
D z z z z
SS S S
Q
S S S S
  

 ¦ ³ ³ ³ ³
i    l 2[ ]1 2 3 4 16, , , ) ( / 2) exp{ }nD z z z z iu d
Q
Z Z Z / 
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i2 2 2 2
0,4 0 0 0 0
1
2
iu
ue d
S S S S Z Z G
S
  :  ³ ³ ³ ³ .
Theorem 2. For every 4u Z and n Z , {0,1,L  2, ,14,15}   ,  we have 
i
16 16 0, 0,( ), ( )n n uuQ QG G/  /   .      (30)
Proof.  By Lemma 1 and 4, and (14) and we get that 
i4
16 16(2 ) ( ), ( )n n uQS /  / 
i        4
0
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4, , , , , ,R D z z z z D z z z z
Q ³
 il l( 2) ( 2) exp{ }n n iu dZ Z Z Z/ / 
   4 4 4 4 0 1 2 3 40 0 0 0 , , ,D z z z z
S S S S
 ³ ³ ³ ³ 
   1 2 3 4, , , exp{ }D z z z z ik dQ Z Z 
2 2 2 2 4
, 0, 0,0 0 0 0
(2 )ik ue d
S S S S Z
O P QZ S G G ;  ³ ³ ³ ³ .
Theorem 3. For every 4u Z and ,m n Z , we have 
i
, 0,( ), ( )m n m n kk G G/  /   .           (31)
Proof. For the case of m n , (31) follows from Theororem 1. As m nz  and 0, ,m n:  equality 
(22) can be established from Theorem 2, where 0 {0,1,2, ,15}*   .Assuming that m is not equal to 
n  and at least one of { , }m n doesn’t belong to 0 ,*  rewrite m , n as 1 116 ,m m O 
116n n 1,P where 1 1,m n  ,Z  and 1 1 0, .O P * Case 1  If 1 1,m n  then 1 1.O Pz  By (14)- 
(18), (31) holds,  since 
i4(2 ) ( ), ( )m n kS /  / 
il l
4 1 1 1 116 16( ) ( ) exp{ }m nR ik dO PZ Z Z Z  / / ³
i il1
4 1
4
( )
1 2 3 4[0,4 ]
( , , , ) ( 2 2 )m
v Z
D z z z z v
O
S Z S

 /  ¦³
 l  11 ( ) 1 2 3 4( 2 2 ) , , , ikm v D z z z z e dP ZZ S Z/  
4
1 1,[0,2 ]
exp{ }ik dO PS Z Z ; ³ .O 
Therefore, i ( ), ( ) .m n k O/  /   
Case 2 If 1 1,m nz  we set 1 2 216 ,m m O  1n  2 216 ,n P where 2 2, ,m n Z and 2 ,O 2 0.P *
If 2 2 ,m n  then 2 2 .O Pz Similar to Case 1, we have ( ), ( ) .m n k O/  /      That is to say, the 
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proposition follows in such case. As 2 2 ,m nz we order 2 32m m  3,O 2 3 32n n P  , once more, 
where 3 3, ,m n Z and 3 3 0, .O P * Thus, after taking finite steps (denoted by r ), we obtain 
that 0, ,r rm n * and 0, .r rO P :  If ,r rD E then .r rO Pz  Similar to Case 1, (20) follows. If 
r rD Ez , Similar to Lemma 1, we conclude that 
4(2 ) ( ), ( )m n kS /  / 
l l
4 1 1 1 116 16( ) ( ) exp{ }m nR ik dO PZ Z Z Z  / / ³
1 4
( ) ( )
[0,2 ]
1 1
{ ( )} { ( )}
2 2
r
r r
ikB O B e d OL LO P
L LS
L L
ZZ Z Z
  
      ³ .
4.Conclusion 
An approach to constructing biorthogonal nonseparable quarternary wavelet wraps is proposed. We
established three biorthogonality formulas concerning thesewavelet packets. 
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